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About This Content

Golfing Over It with Alva Majo's original soundtrack, composed by Iván Gregorio.

Includes 4 mp3 tracks:

· Golfnopedie 1 (2:37)
· Golfnopedie 2 (1:56)
· Golfnopedie 3 (2:20)

· Triple suicidal emoji (1:52)
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Game has improved during it's years. It has become competitive and balanced, very fun to play with.. New area involves a lot of
platforming, and is flooded with enemies who fly and thus do not have to obey the platforming. Some of the platform
alignments require a lot of precision to get through, yet are filled with flying enemies that will ram into you as you do it; and you
can't stop to fight them since the platforms are quickly disappearing.

Enemies often will camp near platforms in places where you cannot shoot them ahead of time. You literally have to get hit by
them because there is no opportunity to shoot them before you reach the platform and they will hit you as you reach said
platform. You cannot even react to it, since they attack you immediately before you've even gotten on solid ground where you
could jump up again to shoot them. Only had to play through the new maps once to encounter this.

On a lot of the maps there is a bottom area where you fall to if you miss the platforms. The bottom area is literally empty of
threats. So you just have to jump down there and skip the entire level.

Of course the new maps are flooded with enemies that fly and can attack you at any angle, in a game where you can only attack
from two angles. They all start above you, so you cannot jump on them.

The new head helps to counter the flying enemies, but it only has two health. So if you want to have a way to counter the poor
game design, you have to handicap yourself. And the head is mainly only useful in this one area, where a large amount of flying
enemies that start above you are. In almost every other area, the flying enemies are either below you or are not much of a threat;
so the head is useless.

New weapon seems to only deal damage to enemies when it hits the ground and explodes. Yet another piece of gimmick
equipment that is generally more of a handicap then a benefit.

New maps are obnoxious and poorly constructed, new items are imbalanced and tedious. Pretty consistent with the design
quality of the main game. Definately glad I completed it long before this content came out, as this would of made the experience
even more abrasive and artificially difficult.. Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned for sure (at least on
the day I last played it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and barely developed
characters, wasted concept. Like Infinite Game Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of this project failed.
It\u2019s sad, the art style is lovely and the BGM is much better than the first game, and when things start to get somewhat
interesting, it ends. Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.. After playing the demo and watching some of the people who work in my
corworking space run away from the zombies I figured I should buy it to see what else you can do. It was awesome to see that
there is actually a story, progression, and lots to do. The gameplay is great, the art is fantastic.

I did discover that the most OP weapon in the game is the knife. I feed it to the zombies and win every round.. this game is great
got it for $1 and in my oppimion it is worth the full price , the graphics are nice and it is a great time killer that will make time
fly by . http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=310052041. I would recommend this game, it’s tons of fun,
and played many hours on it. I would like to see a game like this happen again except would love to see user created mods, and
bigger buildings to destroy. A really nice game that I enjoyed playing! The Steam achievements are easy to obtain (after half the
game, I already it made it perfect - in aprox 2 hours), but I continued to play, because I really enjoyed it!. I bought this because I
really enjoyed the first game. This one is better and it is great. If you buy the Dead Legions expansion as well then you are
pretty much getting 2 games rather than one. It's very much like a Total War game but set in Arthurian/Roman era full of magic
and superstition. The difference between this and Total War, aside from the lore and setting, is that you have choose your path
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adventures and diplomatic quests weaved in. For me this makes both the King Arthur games more storied and they have more of
a roleplay feel to them. 89% (and an absolute steal at sale prices). A remarkably upgraded Fortix version. It has very good and
improved graphics, some new mechanics and clever achievements. Also a Zombie Mode! C'mon, how can a game be without a
zombie mode these days :D Well, it's pretty hard on further levels as those zombies spawn as hell. In overall good and pleasant
area capturing game.. The idea itself isn't horrible, and the game is fairly mediocre, the graphics are very bad, they look like
something from the late 90's, all that said and done it's not a bad game, it's actually pretty decent...BUT...at a price like this, I
can't..with the right mind, recommend this to anyone.
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This is a really enjoyable game. I wont compare it to the other Heroes games I have played because they are all different and
excellent in their own ways - for people who like the kind of fantasy gameplay they offer. I don't agree with any of the
comments that claim that only this or that Heroes game is good. They are all good.
If you want to play Heroes 5, then Tribes of the East is the game to buy because it has the final engine and gameplay
improvements and you can use a mod (heroes 5.5) to play all the campaigns and maps from the other two Heroes 5 games.
Heroes 5.5 also improves gameplay and the random map generator.
At the price of €10 this game is fantastic value.
Highly recommended.. Ok this game is scary. Looking at it on the computer screen may not be as scary but the whole thing
changes when you put on that headset. I have the Oculus Rift. I like the fact that you cant stay in 1 spot too long because the tall
shadow creature will slowly get closer and closer to you. I know this because i got scared because i heard growling and i duct
down beside a fountain in the corner thinking im safe when really i wasnt...haha! Its a good game but i dont think it will have
too much replay value as the creatures all spawn in the same spot and once youve gone through it once youll know exactly where
they will be. I do love to scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people with this game (espicially ones that have never used a VR headset
before thats always the best. LOL you should be ashamed of yourself you might as well refund everybody back their money
because you have forever ruined the culling name. I already got my refund its pending but it has been approved i only played 30
mins. I feel you should be sued I know that sounds unreal but wow wth. How did you think this game was going to survive ?.
You put 0 time into this game and it flopped like a fish. Your only next move is to go back to the original culling and add more
content and try to bring that game back to life thats all you have.. Not worth more than $2.90 AUD

The Menu of the game is the most fun part about this over priced crap.
The Character creation gives you an illusion of depth but really it is just a few numbers & letters thrown together.

Achievements literally jump at you for doing nothing as soon as you start playing the game...

The art is Horid & not much of it either. But the worst part is that the Creator is in actual fact an Artist WTF.

Cash Grab, Stay Away!
. This is one of the iconic first person shooters out there. By today's standards, the graphics are poor, but in those days, this was
a momentous step for video games, the ability to play in both first and third person and to play as a Delta operative, I remember
playing this game along with Quake 2 and Commanche 4 and Armored Fist on the old bulky desktop computers. It's worth
getting, the only thing is the window for the game is small. Don't be Waiting for the End. Get the game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBQCdUlqGOo
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